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1 - The Assignment

The Grim Reaper's Reign

Before I tell you this, Dark, gruesome, terrifying tale, I must warn you that this tale is Dark, gruesome
and terrifying so, if you want to read a book about fairies or dancing trees then, PUT THE BOOK DOWN
AND LOOK AT THE COVER AND BLURB PROPERLY!!!!! (Cough) now lets look at the Dark,
gruesome, terrifying story shall we?

Chapter 1 the
Assignment

"ATTENTION!" it was another hell like day but what do you expect when you're actually in hell. General
Balthazar was about to set the greatest test of all to the symbols of hell:

The gargoyle ala de Bestia: Bestia looked like any other gargoyle… big (when he wants to be) and horrid.
If you look closely at a gargoyle's eyes they look as if they were sapphires why? Because they are! At
least the male ones are, female's eyes are silver and they don't have horns twice the size of a bull's.
Bestia could never be fully trusted because when he was born a monk raised him and when he was sent
to work for Balthazar well…. Let's just say that when the demon that told him what he was, (the monk told
him he was “special”) smoked. The smoke would come out of his stomach.

The cannibal witch Baba Yaga: Being the only female of the group she was also (unfortunately) the most
beautiful of the group. In reality she was nothing but a mouldy, warty, stinky old fart. She had a glass eye
that she would use as her sign. Since Baba Yaga was a witch she'd target children younger than 50,
that's not young you say? Well if you were 1573 years old you'd call that young.

El Sombre del Muerto but his friends call him: the shadow of death, The Grim Reapers partner, party
animal, and spy of the century. Sombre is nothing but a 3D shadow at least to humans, it's the last thing
you see when you meet sombre and it's the only thing you chant when you're a restless soul….
Balthazar, Grim and Sombre's victims are the only ones that have seen his face and personally I'm glad
because the only thing you see of his face are his green and red eyes which is scary enough thank you!
Sombre's hands were fast like electric wires and were as deadly as sharpened knives, which create the
perfect murder and a perfect murders being the only thing that covers his brain makes it his Hobby and
his job.

The last Symbol and our main character is the Grim Reaper. Humans have hunted Grim for centuries



because of his mass murders during the beginning of earth. Being Sombre's partner they tell each other
everything you know, much like a girl's sleepover party. To tell you the truth Grim only has 1 secrete: he
only has one relative: his dad or as the mortals call him "father time" but he's just another wrinkly hag
that lives in Surrey that makes clocks for a living and controls time, so what else is new? Grim only has
two weapons: a scythe and his 3000 I.Q. Grim has a cloak which's blackness is only matched by his
black heart (if he had a heart) and his face is usually what kills his victims: dying of fright

"You four are the most elite team of monster in hell" Balthazar cried, "you are the most Dark, gruesome,
terrifying creatures in this pathetic existence! Now then this will be the final task for you lot, and
remember whoever gets the best solution will gain the title of death… the crummy mortals have always
been afraid of you because they think they'll die well I want you to make the one thing everyone is
scared of… I want you to create the apocalypse then destroy earth" Everything was quiet well, apart from
the Humans souls being tortured in the background screaming as they're stabbed with pikes, heads
being chopped and rolling on the floor the - sorry got a bit carried away there … "I know how hard this is
but what do you expect? It's the last bloomin' task! Now then off you go!"



2 - The Warning

Chapter 2:
The warning

every mortal knew about the monsters and their fiendish tales but the silly things forgot that the stories
were real! This was a problem… a problem that had to be fixed.

England, 2005, a private school in the outskirts of London:
Grim's plan was very simple, all that they had to do was make themselves murderers again but one of
the main fears of a human is when they don't know anything like when a baby gets hurt they cry for
hours because they don't what pain is but as they get older they'll learn about pain and will cry less and
at these times humans knew a lot about life and could easily blame something that is innocent so how
could the humans learn about the creatures' doing?

"Can you go over the plan again, Grim?" Sombre asked

"Very well, but it's the last time, alright? Ok, I'll disguise myself as a new student and ask where the
library is. Then when we're there I'll kill the student!"

" But you'll be seen!"

"Do you realize what you're saying? It's a library!"

"Oh yeah… but what about the librarian?"

"This school's private so they only have bodyguards that wait for them outside the doors so there's no
need for a librarian. Now, when I kill the student you then capture it's soul and make it haunt a
classroom,"

"But Grim, I haven't made a possession process in centuries!" protested Sombre But it was to late; Grim
already turned into a puny mortal and was heading towards a group of snobby students

"Excuse me but could you tell me where the library is?" Grim asked but he was ignored! "No big deal
they're snobs I'll try someone else" Grim thought, he looked for another group and the same thing again!
He tried another person and the same thing happened, and it was a teacher!

"Surely it's illegal to have so many snobs in one place!" Grim cried,

"I guess people are more lax about death nowadays mate…" Sombre said trying to be reassuring

"Now it's over, I'm pulling my cloak sleeves up!" Grim changed his facial expression to a really posh look,
raised his nose and looked for a new student and let him follow Grim into an empty room…





3 - The List

Chapter 3:
The list

"Congratulations my dear symbols!" Balthazar twitched when he said dears (he only twitches when he
lies) "The humans have started to become suspicious and churches (but then again they always do) are
already blaming us now you may create a HQ for your next plans or continue finding your next victims,
you're dismissed except Grim and Sombre."

Grim managed to catch a glimpse of Sombre's eyes and it looked like he was as nervous as he was and
they walked (well floated) slowly towards Balthazar, "you showed a lot of potential in your murder so I'll
give you something special that will give a huge advantage"

Balthazar led them into a dark corridor that… was cold! Cold and Hell doesn't add well (it's a saying my
dad used to say), and as they walked further it just mixed even more worse and got way to dark even for
Hell! Until it was so dark it would take 5 centuries for your eyes to adjust to it and it was so cold that they
could of died of hypothermia 5 hours ago if they weren't already dead!

Balthazar stopped suddenly, put his hand into his pocket and pulled out a glowing key but a second later
the glowing flickered off! "Not again! Do you guys have AAA batteries?" Balthazar asked and
unfortunately for him they shook their heads. Balthazar fumbled around with the key and looked for the
keyhole and (after an hour or so) found the hole

He turned the key and they heard an unlocking sound, & another, & another, & another, & another and
then a padlock clanging on the floor and Balthazar pushed open the door, "EEEERRRR"

"I thought I told them to oil the hinges," Balthazar mumbled

The inside wasn't very glamorous, it looked like the inside of a small tower and the walls were stocked
full of scrolls of parchment and in the middle was a thin line of floating candle sticks that led to the roof,
how tall the roof was though was another one of the mysteries of life and at the bottom of the line of
candle sticks was a table where a glowing piece of parchment was.

"Is that parchment wheat you're giving us?" Grim asked

"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Do you honestly think I'd leave something that precious like that?" Balthazar
walked towards the table and… THREW IT towards the door! (And grim could've sworn he heard
something say OUCH!!) Then Grim realised that on the floor, supporting one of the table legs, was a
crumpled and burnt parchment that was handed to Grim



"What on earth is that?" Sombre cried,
"This is the list. Once you leave hell, open it and it'll show someone's name, autobiography, where they
live, when they're vulnerable, and where they'll be at the time."
"But what use is a-"
"WHAT USE!!!" screamed Balthazar. Grim knew two things: one, that if Sombre and him had hearts,
they'd be ripping out of their chests because of the pressure Balthazar was giving them and two, they
had to float out of the room as fast as they could!

*

Grim was thinking about two things (again): how and why would they use the list? They were both quiet
until Grim broke the silence.

"You think we should look at it?" Grim asked
"Well if we want to become master chefs we have to" Sombre answered stupidly
"Sombre, Were you thinking about the list?"
"No, were you?"
"No I was thinking about cooking" Grim said sarcastically
"Well there you go then!"
"Sombre, I have two things to tell you, one I was being sarcastic and two, you need to study a lot more.
Now I'll ask you again, do you think we should look at the list?"

"Dunno, I mean we don't know how old this thing is and if it's been updated"
"Well there's only one way to find out"
"Ask Jeeves?"

Grim rolled blood red his eyes & took a folded piece of parchment out of his cloak pocket and opened it:

The list

· 2 dozen eggs
· 1 Pork chop
· 2 packets of lettuce
· 3 packets of loo roll
· The latest CD from Gorillaz or Darkness

Before Sombre realised what it was Grim quickly folded and put it back in his put it back in his pocket
then took out the real List:

Hell's death list

Type of attack: Kidnap, interrogate and murder
Gender: Male
Name/Nickname: Father Time
When vulnerable: N/A
Autobiography: Can alter time at will, father of the Grim Reaper
Where victim lives: Surrey, Local library



Sombre's eyes were wider than diamonds, "Father of the Grim Reaper." Sombre tried to look at Grim's
eyes but they were staring at one word, "Murder"

"Grim if you're still wondering what I was thinking about, it was cooking"



4 - The Grim family Robinson

Chapter 4:
The Grim family Robinson

Grim didn't speak to anyone for two days and didn't get ant closer to making a plan to kill his dad let
alone destroy the entire earth. To think of it Grim and Sombre didn't think up on how to make the
apocalypse at all! But that was the last chore, what Grim had to do was make time's weakness Father…
But what was it?

Sombre went up to Grim and started to hum quietly to himself until Grim finally spoke," Have you thought
of a plan?"

"You know I can't think of plans 'cause you do that so it's safe to guess that you thought of a few plans
already" Sombre grinned but it faded when Grim shook his head

"The only way is to find his weakness… if he has one, and no it's not me, he himself tried to kill me…
Sombre… why don't you think up the plan I mean you can create the most quiet of deaths heck you killed
John F. Kennedy!"

"Well I guess I could think something up… Grim, does your dad use anything to control time?"

"He uses an hourglass if he wants to control something big…" Grim replied. Sombre couldn't help but
smile and before you could say turkey in Barbados they were on their way to Surrey.

Two hours later and Sombre and Grim found themselves sneaking into Father Time's workshop and
breaking down his door

Now, the next thing they saw was betrayal and drama. What they saw was a trashed workshop and a
the now dead body of father time which had a note on top and a hoof print which came from one person
or should I say one gargoyle: Ala de Bestia (that's right the gargoyle in the beginning).



5 - The final blow

The Final Chapter:
The final blow
(And no not as in blowing your nose)

"Boy, Hell really looks like well… Hell" Sombre told Grim, and the fact was he was right it looked a lot
worse than usual like instead of demons torturing humans, humans were torturing demons

They snuck to each pillar of earth and see different forms of torture each worse than the one before it
until they found the skull throne were the Symbol of hell would be crowned to the Title of Death but
instead found Bestia Sitting on the throne marked with his various victims and they shivered at what they
had to kill…. Bestia's wings which were holding Balthazar's Medals, his penetrating eyes which one was
now Baba Yaga's glass eye and his chain linked nine-tail whip, which was wrapped around his waist and
held Father time's hourglass, an empty slot on the skull throne which Grim guessed was for him and
Bestia had his hand amputated and had blades above his stubs and Sombre guessed that his hands
would be Bestia's hands, "Bestia you will die for betrayal and for helping the humans!" Grim shouted

"Yeah we're 'gonna kill you, you Hippie!" Sombre added stupidly

"Didn't Balthazar tell you not to fight two against one?" Bestia said, still sitting on the Skull throne

"Actually he told us to always fight two against one, it's evil" Grim replied

"And look where he ended up" Bestia smirked, "come on Grim we'd be great together you know what
they say, good always wins!"

"They also say there's no such thing as magic" Sombre said cheekily and his hands conjured two black
spheres and they homed onto Bestia then there was a dust cloud. They saw some Skulls from the
throne rattled across the floor, Suddenly they heard a hissing sound and a white beam of electricity shot
from the dust cloud (luckily Grim and Sombre dodged it) and Bestia walked out of the dust cloud with his
horns sizzling with electricity like they were electrical pylons. He then shot another beam which missed
as well, Grim started to chant quietly and mist shot out of the skulls on the floor but that didn't stop
Bestia, his eyes glowed like a cat at night and charged towards Grim and… Went through him but that
wasn't right, he turned and realised it was just one of the skulls and there a lot more floating skulls.

"Good thing I'm a skeleton, huh?" Grim whispered,

"I'll find you, Grim…" Bestia growled, "Don't worry, I'll take great care of Hell"

"I wouldn't worry about Hell or me now, Bestia"



Bestia turned and saw… nothing but his shadow, "Ha! A bluff" then he realised something, he could only
see his shadow, and suddenly two gargantuan black claws came out of his shadow and pinned him
down and his arms felt like they were burning.

"The more you struggle the more it hurts" Grim said to Bestia, he then crouched down beside him and
raised a hand then Bestia closed his eyes and… he was still alive, he opened them again and saw grim
took Father time's hourglass which he was now staring at. Grim looked back at Bestia, "Bestia you're a
fool if you think that I'm sparing you, before I kill you which I definitely am going to do, tell me who you
knew we were going to kill my father?" Grim asked inquisitively

"When Balthazar said that he was going to give you something I asked a bat to follow you then
eventually followed myself only to be hit by the table that was thrown, I then followed you until you
opened the list and decided that if I killed Father Time first then the humans and I could rule Hell and
cheat the next death so first I asked Balthazar if I could have a list as well but we ended up fighting and
when Baba Yaga passed by and saw me killing him I had to kill her as well which I had to do eventually,
I then looked for you guys but you weren't here so I sent humans to Earth's weak spots like the core and
stuff but when they were searching for you two, you guys attacked me"

"Thank you Bestia for the story now I have one last thing to do" Grim said, "Ala de Bestia" Grim raised
his scythe into the air, "Your time has come"

*

Grim and Sombre were flying to earth's core, why? Because Bestia mentioned that it was one of Earth's
weak spot. Their plan was this: …think of a plan. They first stretched the idea that If Balthazar and the
others were killed, then their spirits must be somewhere else or they wouldn't be the undead. They
crushed the earth beneath them and it became hotter and hotter and not just because they were in the
Sahara desert.

There was a weird smell of iron and then there was a strange sensation, as if they were now going
through the ground and they couldn't smell the iron anymore and they felt like they were stronger than
ever until…. They fell onto sand flat on their faces, "What on earth happened!?" Sombre said.

"I think Balthazar made a spell so we can't steal each other's ideas even though he encourages us to…"

Grim then looked at the hourglass and noticed that the top half was almost empty and saw four orbs
which threw themselves out of the hourglass and onto the sand, they floated in the air and the top half of
the orbs dissolved except one orb where it split into two and the top half turned upside down. A black
light emitted from each orb and four objects came out of them: a bow and arrow, a sword, a pair of
scales, a pair of wings and really cool looking Scythe.

Then a weird thing happened: there was a flash of light and Sombre was gone, but Baba Yaga,
Balthazar and Bestia were next to him and they were each holding one of the objects; Balthazar was
holding the sword, Baba Yaga held the bow and arrow, Bestia had the scales tattooed on his chest and
he was holding the Scythe.



"WHAT JUST HAPPENED?!" Grim panicked

"You found the only way to unlock the sands of time, and therefore able to alter the past and future. In
other words, you brought us back in order to fulfil the legend of night of the horsemen" Balthazar replied

Grim squinted towards the horizon and saw New York and realised that he was on Liberty Island and
everything on it was destroyed. He then felt a strong wind, as if a hurricane was coming towards them,
he turned around, hoping that it was Sombre… and it was! But he looked completely different. How? Well
for one thing he had wings the size of two bulls, he had three eyes in the form of a triangle (the two
bottom eyes were red and the top one was green), he now had a tail which had a flame at it's tip, he also
had four claws which were still like sharpened knives (that's how Grim recognised him) and he had 10
rows of teeth which were sharp like a shark's teeth. Grim also noticed that beneath Sombre were four
black horses which in a few minutes Balthazar, Baba Yaga, Bestia and Grim were riding them.

They decided to change their names to something more memorable: Baba Yaga changed to Plague,
Bestia changed to Hunger, Balthazar turned to War and Grim and Sombre turned to Death and Hades.
They also made a formation; Hunger and Plague went on opposite sides, War went in the middle and
Death and Hades went behind.

Now I won't describe what happened next because it's too disgusting but all that happened was
screaming, chewing and dying and Death & Hades killed all the living things so that earth might as well
be destroyed.

The
End

(Yay a happy ending!)
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